
CLASSIC BERGÈRE LIBRARY CHAIR

The Classic Bergère Library chair. CH-YL

A handsome copy of an English Regency chair. It is perfect not only as a library or reading chair but also
as an easy chair.

The deep seat, plus a stylish scroll added to the back are designed to give good lumbar support.

The polished rosewood frame harmonises perfectly with the colour of the rattan caned seat, sides and
back.

The graceful curves and the finely turned front legs and all the fine quality detailed mouldings combine to
make the Classic Bergère Library Chair a pleasure to look at as well as to sit in.

The pivoting reading lectern is adjustable, supported on a cast solid brass bracket, authentic in every
detail.

Model: CH-YL
Dimensions (mm): w 660 d 760 h 970  Arm height to upholstered arm rest 690 mm, Seat height 480mm

Fabric required (m): 3m + pattern repeat  (optional 13m of flanged cord)



The chair is also available without the reading stand, see Classic Bergère chair model CH-Y
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